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Abstract. The structures of Poisson Lie groups on a simple compact group are
parametrized by pairs (α,w), where aeR, ueA2\)R, and ί)R is a real Cartan
subalgebra of complexifϊcation of Lie algebra of the group in question. In the
present article the description of the symplectic leaves for all pairs (α, u) is given.
Also, the corresponding quantized algebras of functions are constructed and their
irreducible representations are described. In the course of investigation Schubert
cells and quantum tori appear. At the end of the article the quantum analog of the
Weyl group is constructed and some of its applications, among them the formula
for the universal ^-matrix, are given.

Introduction

0Λ. Let G be a finite-dimensional simply connected simple complex Lie group. G
is called a Poisson Lie group ([3]) if it is a Poisson manifold and the multiplication
μ:GxG-+G is a morphism of Poisson manifolds. There exist many Poisson Lie
group structures on the fixed group G. All of them are listed in [1].

Let KcG be a maximal compact subgroup. The results of [1] imply (see
[28, 29] and Sect. 1 below) that all Poisson Lie group structures on K are
parameterized essentially by pairs (α, w), where a is a real number, ueΛ2})^ and t)R is
a real Cartan subalgebra of the Lie algebra g = LieG.

Fix pair (α, u). The corresponding Poisson Lie group is denoted by K(a, u). In
Drinfeld's theory [3], the group K(a, u) may be viewed as a classical object that is
subject to quantization. To formulate this in the language of algebras of functions,
consider the algebra of regular functions <C[G] on a Poisson Lie group G. This is a
Poisson Hopf algebra in the sense of [3], i.e. the comultiplication δ:(C[G]
-»(C[G]®(C[G] is a Poisson algebra homomorphism. Consider the algebra of
K-finite functions <C[X] consisting of restrictions f\κ, where /e(C[G]. The
algebra C[X] has involution (complex conjugation f\->J), and the comultiplica-
tion <5:C[K]-*C[K]®(C[iC| is a homomorphism of algebras with involution
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As a Hopf algebra with involution, C[K] is isomorphic to {<E[G2, *), where /*(g)
= /(ωo(g)). Here ω0: G-+G is the Cartan anti-involution such that K is the set of
fixed points of ω0.

The result of quantization of K(a, u) is the family <E{K(a, u)\ of Hopf algebras
with involution, where q^ί is quantization parameter and (£\K(a,u)']1

= C[K(α,u)]. One constructs this family in two steps. First, one quantizes the
Poisson Hopf algebra <C[G(α,u)] as indicated in [3]. The result is the family
<ΐ\G(a, u)\ of Hopf algebras, where q e (C\0 (and q isn't a root of unity).

To make the second step, recall that <C[G(α, u)\ is a Hopf algebra consisting of
matrix elements of finite-dimensional representations of the quantized universal
enveloping algebra Uq{g). It follows that in <C[G(α,w)]4, geR, one can introduce
an involution *. By the Hopf algebra (C[K(α, uj]φ we mean the pair (<E[G(a, u)~]φ *).
We also call it the algebra of X-fϊnite functions on quantum group K(a, u) or the
quantized algebra of K-fmite functions on group K(a, u).

The cases q ̂  1 and q S1 being analogous, we may and shall assume that q ̂  1.

0.2. In this paper we'll deal with irreducible ^representations of the algebra
<C[K(a,u)]q in a Hubert space, by bounded operators. In the case q = l the
description of such representations is trivial: all irreducible representations are
one-dimensional and correspond to points of group K.

In the case qή=l the situation changes drastically: there exist infinite-
dimensional irreducible representations of the algebra <C[K(α, u)\. Let π be one of
these representations; then π determines two-sided *-ideal Iπ = Kerπ C (C[K(a, u)\
As g->l, the ideal Iπ "tends" to a Poisson *-ideal ΓπcC[K(α,w)]. π being
irreducible, Iπ is a maximal Poisson *-ideal. Hence, there is a minimal Poisson
submanifolds in K(a,u) (i.e. symplectic leaf) corresponding to Γπ. We see that
representations of <L[K{a,u)\ are closely related to symplectic leaves of the
Poisson structure in K(a9 u). The picture of these leaves depends on parameters
(α, u). In the case a = 0, u = 0 the symplectic leaves are points, (C[K(0,0)]^ = C[X],
and all (irreducible *-) representations are one-dimensional. In the case a φ 0, u = 0,
symplectic leaves are naturally isomorphic to Schubert cells of the full flag
manifold K/T, where T is the maximal torus. As it turns out (see [28, 29] and
Sect. 3 below), the geometry of Schubert cells and that of flag variety govern the
representation theory of the corresponding quantized algebra of functions. One
can develop this relation further. For one possible direction see [14] and Sect. 5
below. This is a quantum analog of the Weyl group. Here is an illustration for the
typical case a = ί. For the sake of brevity, denote C[K(l,0)]q by C[X]^ and note
that for every element w of the Weyl group W there exists an irreducible
representation πw of algebra C[K] 4 which is in a sense a representation with the
highest vector ew (see [29] and Sect. 3 below). This allows to define the functional
on the algebra C[X]^ as follows: w(/) = (πvv(/)ew, ew). It turns out that if {sJJL ί are
simple reflections then for {sJ?L i the Coxeter relations hold. This is due to the fact
that if w = sίι...sik is a reduced expression, then πw^πSι (x)...(χ)πs. , where the
right side is independent of the choice of reduced expression. The relation sf = 1
doesn't hold; nevertheless, one manages to construct Hopf algebra containing all
s, . In contrast to the classical case q = 1, this algebra is infinite-dimensional. It is
the quantum analog of the minimal Hopf algebra containing the universal
enveloping algebra U(g) and simple reflections {sj^i

Let's go back to a description of irreducible representations of the algebra
C[K(α,M)]r As it was noted, in the case α + 0, u = 0 these representations are
described in terms of geometry of Schubert cells and that of flag variety. In the case
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αφO, uφO we have essentially a different picture. Here the symplectic leaves are a
"perturbation in parameter w" of the Schubert cells. There appear everywhere
dense symplectic leaves and the space of these leaves becomes non-semiseparable
with the natural topology. In the representation theory of the algebra (D[X(α, u)\
the main examples for non-commutative geometry by Connes, namely the
quantum tori, appear (for references on the latter see, for example, [23]). We
believe this is of interest because quantum tori aren't quantum groups.

In the last case a = 0, u φ 0 Schubert cells do not play any role but quantum tori
still do.

0.3. Recall briefly the history of the subject in question. The first results were
announced by the second author and Vaksman at the Winter Voronezh
Mathematical School (January, 1985; unpublished). They had described all
irreducible representations of the algebra (C[Sί/(3)]r Later this result was
generalized by the second author in [28] for C[St/(n)]β and in [29] for C [ K ] r In
these articles the relations with Schubert cells and geometry of the flag variety were
also established. The case SU(ri) (but without relations to geometry) was
independently considered in [10]. The case K(l,u) and relations to quantum tori
were studied by the first author in [13].

As the first published results on representations of quantum algebras of
functions, one should view preprints [26,27] (part of the results were published in
[31]) and article [37]. All these articles dealt with <D[SU(2)\. They contain much
more than just a description of representations. For example, in [26, 27, 31] the
representation theory of (C[SL/(2)]g was used to construct the harmonic analysis
on the quantum group SU(2). One of the consequences of this theory is the relation
between quantum groups and the theory of g-special functions (this relation was
discovered independently in [21,11]). For the later developments in this direction,
see the review [12].

Also, in [37] the elements of harmonic analysis and differential calculus on the
quantum group SU(2) were constructed. Later, in [38] the axiomatric approach
for compact quantum groups was developed. It should be noted that [38] didn't
contain the algorithm for quantization of an arbitrary simple compact Lie group.
This algorithm (described in Subsect. 0.1) follows from results [3]. There exists
another method of quantization, based on the notion of the quantum i^-matrix (see
[5]). The methods of [38] and [5] are more algebraic-geometric than that of [3],
since the former start from a coordinate ring of an algebraic variety. The approach
[3] is similar to that of the representation theory and differential geometry (one
starts from an infinitesimal object, namely, the quantum universal enveloping
algebra). A more systematic "algebraic-geometric" approach may be found in
[20]: coordinate rings of quantum linear spaces are initial objects and coordinate
rings of quantum groups appear as Hopf algebras of their (co-)endomorρhisms.

In the abovementioned [5, 20, 38] the authors do not investigate the
representations of quantum algebras of functions, but in these articles useful
information about the structure of these algebras may be found.

We do not mention here the articles on quantum algebras of functions on non-
compact groups since they have no immediate connections with the present article.

0.4. In the present article we give a full description of irreducible representations of
algebras of functions on compact quantum groups, the latter being supposed to
arise as the results of quantization of Poisson structures from the list in [1]. Our
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description is based essentially on [13, 29] and we reproduce part of their results
here, one of the reasons being the misprints in [29] (there were none of them in the
preprint).

0.5. In Sect. 1 of the present article the "classical theory" is described, i.e. compact
Poisson Lie groups, Schubert cells and symplectic leaves. In Sect. 2 the quantized
universal enveloping algebras and the corresponding quantized algebras of
functions are introduced. The representation theory of quantized algebras of
functions for the case a φ 0, u = 0 (i.e. when leaves are isomorphic to Schubert cells)
is developed in Sect. 3. The generalization of results of Sect. 3 is given in Sect. 4,
where quantum tori appear. In the case a Φ 0, u φ 0 the representation theory is the
"semidirect product" of the results of Sect. 3 and of the representation theory of
quantum tori.

At the end of Sect. 4 the last case a = 0, u φ 0 is considered. Here the same ideas,
as in the case <zφθ, wφO, allow to reduce the representation theory to one of
quantum tori and one of some factor-algebras of (classical) algebras of functions on
group K. Note that this case can be put into the framework of deformation
quantization by Rieffel (see, for example, [23]). Also, in this case one can attempt to
state and solve all the problems of the theory of quantum tori (see [23] for a review
on the latter).

An algebra of functions on a compact quantum group admits C*-completion.
In the case of Sect. 3 (i. e. for a φ 0, u = 0) we obtain an algebra of type I, but in the
case of Sect. 4 (α φ 0, u Φ 0) we obtain algebras of other type for almost all u and q.
One can see that on the "quasi-classical level" already the general case of Sect. 4
corresponds to irrational rotations of torus and to non-semiseparable spaces of
symplectic leaves. This indicates the relations to the theory of wild Lie groups.

In Sect. 5, the definition of quantum Weyl group [14] and some applications
are given, all of them being related to the case of Sect. 3 only, i.e. to the case of the
standard Poisson structure on a compact group. We omit proofs given in [14], but
sometimes we give proofs of the results that were only stated in [14].

At the beginning of each section we give a brief abstract of the results it contains.

0.6. The present article isn't a review of the representation theory of quantum
algebras of functions and the bibliography is not exhaustive. Some of the results
were discovered several times and we refer to the earliest articles we know of.

0.7. Notations. The letter G denotes a simple complex Lie group, g = LieG is its
Lie algebra. We fix a triangular decomposition g = n_φl)©n+, where n± are
nilpotent subalgebras and ί) is a Cartan subalgebra. Let zl=zl + uzl_ be the
corresponding decomposition of the root system. We fix a basis {αĴ L x in A +, an
invariant inner product (,) on ψ, Cartan-Weyl basis {Xα}αeΔKJ{H^= 1 in g such
that Ht corresponds to αf under isomorphism I)*^ί).

Let ω0: Xa. ι-> — X_α. be an antilinear Cartan involution. It defines the real Lie
m

subalgebra feCg, the real Cartan subalgebra t)R= 0 ΊRΉt and the maximal

compact subgroup KcG. The letter W denotes the Weyl group of K and T denotes
the maximal torus in K. U(g) denotes the universal enveloping algebra.

The set of dominant (of regular dominant) weights of g is denoted by P+ (P+ +).
The set of weights of a simple g-module L(Λ) with the highest weight A is denoted
by P(A).
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1. Compact Poisson Groups

1.1. In this section we give the description of all structures of Poisson Lie groups
on a simple compact Lie group. They are parameterized by pairs (α, u) with α e R
and ueΛ2ί)R. For all pairs (α,u) the symplectic leaves are described. The pictures
differ significantly in cases: 1) α = 0, u = 0; 2) αφO, u = 0; 3) αφO, uφO; 4) α = 0,
u φ 0. There is also the dependence on u Φ 0, but "for almost all" u φ 0 the picture is
essentially the same (and depends on whether a = 0 or not).

1.2. Let <C[G] denote the algebra of regular functions on group G. It is well-known
that <C[G] consists of matrix elements /(ρ(g)ι?) of finite-dimensional analytic
representations ρ: G->End V. Let

Fix αeR, UEΛ2^ and define on G a Poisson structure as follows:

®ι;2). (1.1)

In (1.1), ^fe(g)P9 are matrix elements and [,] is the commutator of linear
operators.

Definition [3]. Let G be a Lie group equipped with a Poisson structure. G is
called a Poisson Lie group if the multiplication map μ: G x G-+G is a Poisson map,
GxG being equipped with the product Poisson structure.

1.2.1. Proposition [28,29]. a) Formula (1.1) equips G with a Poisson Lie group
structure.

b) The restriction of bracket (1.1) on K makes K a Poisson Lie group.

c) For every Poisson Lie group structure on K there exist oeR, ueΛ2^ such that
the corresponding Poisson bracket can be reduced to form (lΛ)by means of an inner
automorphism of K and multiplication of bracket by complex number.

Proof, a) is well-known and b) follows from a), c) Sects. 6 and 8 of [1] imply that a
general form of a real (i.e. ωo-invariant) solution of a modified Yang-Baxter
equation is just or + u. Each such solution defines a Poisson Lie group structure on
K and it remains to note that one can multiply a Poisson bracket by complex
number and get a Poisson Lie group structure.

The Poisson Lie groups corresponding to (α, u) will be denoted by G(α, u) and
K(a,u).

1.3. In this subsection, we'll describe symplectic leaves [35] corresponding to
Poisson structures from Proposition 1.2.1 with αφO, w = 0. We can assume that a
Poisson structure on K is defined by the Yang-Baxter tensor

ro=l Σ (X-α®Xα-Xα®X-α)

then (cf. (1.1)). For the sake of brevity we use here notations G, K for the
corresponding Poisson Lie groups G(l,0), K(l,0).

For an element w of Weyl group W choose its representative in K as in [34].
This representative will be denoted by w, too. Finally, let K = \J Kw be a Bruhat
decomposition [34]. weW
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1.3.1. Proposition [28, 29, 36]. Let a Φ 0, u = 0. Then a) every symplectic leaf lies in
its entirety in some Bruhat class Kw, and

b) every symplectic leaf ΣcKw is of the form Σw t (or tx Σw).

Here Σw is standard symplectic leaf through w, and ί, tγ e % where T is the
maximal torus in K.

Proof Symplectic leaves may be described by means of [24] provided "the classical
double" for K [3] is constructed. One sees easily that this double is just the group
G, provided the dual group to K in the sense of Drinfeld is identified with subgroup
AN in the Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN. This follows from decomposition
g = k ® Lie AN since the summands k and Lie AN are isotropic with respect to the
imaginary part of the Killing form.

1.2.3. Let ί e [ l , m ] be a vertex of Dynkin diagram of Lie algebra g and let
γt: SU(2)-+K be the canonical Poisson Lie group embedding corresponding to this
vertex. Recall that

a~l )eSU(2) ί><0ί

is a symplectic leaf in SU(2) [31] and set Σt =

1.3.3. Proposition, a) Σt is a symplectic leaf in K.
b) If w = s(l.. .sik is a reduced expression in Weyl group, then Σtl.. .Σik is a symplectic
leaf in K which coincides with the leaf Σw from Proposition 1.3.1b).

Proof follows from the definition of a Poisson Lie group since yf is a Poisson
embedding.

1.3.4. Remark. Note that the multiplication by an element of maximal torus T
from the left or from the right is a Poisson map. Hence, on the flag manifold K/T
the Poisson structure such that projection π:K-*K/T is a Poisson map is well
defined.

1.3.5. Corollary, a) Every symplectic leaf in K is isomorphic to a product of two-
dimensional leaves or coincides with the point of T.
b) Let K/T= (J Xw be a Schubert cell decomposition [24]. Then Xw = π(Σw) is a

weW

symplectic leaf and every symplectic leaf in K/T is of this form.

1.3.6. Remark. The decomposition of K/T in Schubert cells is the consequence of
Bruhat decomposition. The "symplectic" point of view on Bruhat decomposition
is given by Corollary 1.3.5b): the Poisson manifold K/T is the union of symplectic
leaves.

1.4. Here we consider the case αφO, wΦO. We may assume that the Poisson
structure is determined by tensor ro + iu; the corresponding Poisson Lie group

i will be denoted by Ku in this subsection.
The Killing form Q in g is defined by conditions

Let w:f)R->f)R be the operator corresponding to tensor ueΛ2^ under isomor-
phism f)R = ί)]R defined by the Killing form. Set
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1.4.1. Proposition. The triple (g,gί9g
u

2) is a Manin triple in the sense of [1].
Proof is analogous to that of Proposition 1.3.1: gx and gu

2 are both isotropic
with respect to imaginary part of the Killing form.

1.4.2. Let Bu be a subgroup in G corresponding to Lie algebra gu

2. We have
G = KBU. Note that B° = ΛN.

1.4.3. Proposition [13]. a) Every symplectic leaf Σu of the Poisson Lie group Ku lies
in some Bruhat class Kw.
b) // Σu C Kw is a leaf through a point t w, where t e % then Σu=Tw-t- Σw, where Σw

is the standard symplectic leaf from Proposition 13.1.b\ Tw = exp(ί(ύ — w~1ύw)ϊ)JR)
is a subgroup in T and ύ: ί)R->ί)iR. is the operator corresponding to tensor ueA2^.

Proof. A general form of element of the group Bu is x+exρ((/ + 2m)/) where
x+ e N+, ^et)j£. It follows from [24] that the symplectic leaf through y is of the
form Σu(y) = BuyBunK, i.e.

This and equality N+w = ΣwN+ give Σu(y) = Ύw t Σw and to conclude the proof
we note that Poisson manifolds K, Ku are disjoint unions of their symplectic leaves.

1.5. Now we consider the last case α = 0, uφO. The corresponding Poisson Lie
group is denoted by K(0,u). The "classical double" for group K(0,0) is T*K
= Kxk* with multiplication (gl9 λγ) (g2, λ2) = (gig2> K + Ad*- iλx) and the "clas-
sical double" for the corresponding bialgebra Lie [3] k is 3i(k) = k®k*, where the
bracket on k is initial, the bracket on fe* is trivial and the bracket on @(k) is defined
by

for all x, yek, ξ, ηek*.
These results give the following propositions:

1.5.1. Proposition, a) The "classical double" for the Poisson Lie group K(0, u) is
T*K = K x fc* with the multiplication law introduced above.
b) The group dual to K(0, u) in the same sense ofDrίnfeld is a subgroup in T*K with
Lie algebra (/ + ώ)(ίί)jjθ*θι>*, where k = iί)Wi®v is an orthogonal decomposition with
respect to Killing form and (iί)^)*, v* are dual subspaces in k*.

Proof. It suffices to note that (ί̂ (fc), fc, (/ + ύ) (ΦJR)*©^*) is a Manin triple, provided
the invariant bilinear form in &ι(k) is given by the usual formula

ξ,ηek*.

1.5.2. Proposition. Symplectic leaf through a point g in K(0, u) is of the form

2* " = (expOU)g exp(-ύpr, Ad*_X(A, ξ))\λe(φj , ξev*}9

where prx :(iί)iR)*Θ^*->(^R)* ί S a projection.

Proof is analogous to that of Proposition 1.4.3.

1.6. Remark. In the next sections we'll obtain the quantum counterparts of results
of Subsect. 1.3 in the spirit of the Kirillov-Kostant method of orbits: we'll attach to
each symplectic leaf an (irreducible) representation of the quantum algebra of
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functions. This correspondence can fail for some u + 0 (i.e. in the cases considered
in 1.5,1.4). In addition, for almost all w + 0 the space of symplectic leaves is non-
semiseparable and these two facts are closely related. Really, it is well-known [24]
that symplectic leaf through the point geK coincides with the orbit through g of
the right (or left) dressing action by the dual Poisson Lie group in the sense of
Drinfeld. If K is equipped with the trivial bracket then the dual group is coalgebra
k* equipped with a Lie-Berezin-Kirillov bracket and the dressing action is the
usual coadjoint action. Non-semiseparableness of the space of orbits indicates that
K is a wild Lie group [7]. For such a group the correspondence "leaf <-•
representation" can fail. We encounter with the same effect here.

2. Quantized Universal Enveloping Algebras and Quantized Algebras of Functions

2.1. At the beginning of the section we recall some basic definitions related to Hopf
*-algebras. After these we give the examples, namely, quantized universal
enveloping algebras and quantized algebras of functions.

2.2. Let F be a commutative unital ring and let λ\-*λ be an involutive
automorphism of F. We consider quantum groups A over F. This means [3] that A
is a Hopf algebra over F with invertible antipode S:A-*A.

2.2.1. Definition [5, 26, 28, 29, 38]. A is called a Hopf *-algebra if it is equipped
with an involution a\-*a* such that for all a,beA,λeF:
a) μα)* = Xα*,
b) (ab)* = b*a*,
c) Δ(a*) = Δ(a)*.
Here (α(x)b)* = α*®b*.

Note that a)-c) imply (S(S(α)*))* = a (cf. [38]).
For Hopf *-algebra A the dual Hopf algebra Av = HomF(A, F) is a Hopf

*-algebra as well, the involution being defined by

(2.1)

for all a e A.

2.3. Let CA be a category of ^.-modules which are free over F and have finite rank
over F. One defines associative tensor multiplication in CA: for M j , M2 e Ob CA the
F-module M1 (x)M2 is equipped with yl-module structure by formula

F

a - (m1 ®m2) = Δ(a) * (mί ®m2), (2.2)

where (x®y)(mι®m<2) = xmγ®ym1. Furthermore, for every ^-module M one
defines its left dual Mv = HomF(M, F) by formula

b) (2.3)

for every { e M F , a, be A.
Let B be the set of matrix elements of objects from CA, i.e. B consists of pairs

(*f, m), where meM,Me Ob CA, / e Mv. Then B can be equipped with Hopf algebra
structure with invertible antipode. Note that the multiplication is given by formula

(Λ, mx) {i29 m2) = (ίx ®ί2, m1 ®m2), (2.4)

the yl-module structure in Mγ®M2 being defined by (2.2).
Clearly, B is a Hopf subalgebra in Av.
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2.3.1. Definition. Let A be Hopf *-algebra over C and M e Ob CA. M is called a
unitarizable module provided it can be equipped with sesquilinear inner product
<, > such that

(amu m2> = <m1? α*m2>. (2.5)

Let CA be a full subcategory in CA, consisting of unitarizable A -modules. From
(2.1), it follows that B is a Hopf *-subalgebra and that the Hopf subalgebra 5cB,
consisting of matrix elements of objects from CA is also a Hopf *-subalgebra.

2.4. Fix q>\. Quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq(g) [3, 8] is a complex
Hopf algebra with generators {-X"/t,fei±}Γ=i a n d defining relations

Kf K; —• K /Cj J /Cj K; -— K K} , K} K^ =—'• 1 ,

( 6 )

q-q

jo(-i:

for ίφj. In formula (2.6), qt = g(αi'α0/2, ntj= 1 -aip where ((αι7)) is the Cartan matrix
of Lie algebra g, and

GO;
The comultiplication in Uq(g) is given by

and the counit ε and the antipode S are given by formulae

CYγ + \ _ π±lγ± <\(k±\—k+ (1 OΛ
ί3^-Λ t ^ — — C/j Λ ^ , ^v^ i / — 'vj \r"s)

The Hopf algebra l/4(g) is equipped with a Hopf *-algebra structure by formulae

\X ϊ~) = X i 5 v^Γ) = k[~ (2.1 u)

2.5. Let F = C[A] be the ring of formal series in h. Uh(g) denote an (C[A]-algebra
generated (in the A-adic sense, i.e. as an algebra complete in the ft-adic topology) by
generators {X^H^f^^ and defining relations

••+(»-*]&t, ( 1 1 1 )

S f t 2

the last relation in (2.6) being included. The Hopf *-algebra structure is defined by

formulae (2.7H2.10) with fcf =expί + -HΛ provided an involution in <C[A] is

given by λh = XA, where λ e C
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2.5.1. Remark. For Hopf *-algebra Uh(g\ one can repeat all constructions of
Subsects. 2.2 and 2.3, considering all modules as free topological modules over
C[A], complete in /i-topology, and assuming all morphisms to be continuous.

2.5.2. Introduce in Uh(g) the new comultiplication by

Au(ξ) = exp( - ihuβ)Δ (ξ) exp(ifcn/2), (2.12)

where ξ e Uh(g) and Δ is given by (2.7). Since w* = u9 (2.11) yields Δu{ξ*) = Au(ξ). This
means that we've obtained a Hopf *-algebra UKu(g).

2.6. In this subsection, we set A = Uq(g). Consider the full subcategory Q)A in CA

consisting of objects M such that the spectrum of the morphism kf\M-+M
consists of positive numbers. It is well-known that 3)A C CA and that every module
MeOb3tA is a "quantum deformation" of a finite-dimensional g-module M [15].
Using category 3ιA, construct the Hopf algebra 3)QB of matrix elements in a way
of 2.3.

2.6.1. Definition. The Hopf algebra 3) is called the algebra of regular functions on
the quantum group G, corresponding to fixed q, and is denoted by C[G] r

According to 2.3.1, €[G\ is a Hopf *-subalgebra in the Hopf *-algebra Uq(g)v.
The involution in <C[G]4 is denoted by the same sign *.
2.6.2. Definition. The pair (C[G]^? *) is called the algebra of X-finite functions on
the quantum group K, corresponding to fixed q and is denoted by (E[K~]q.

2.7. In this subsection, we set A = Uhu(g). The category CA consists of topological
^4-modules of finite rank over C[/i] which are free over C[ή] and complete in
ft-adic topology. The corresponding Hopf *-algebra will be denoted by (C[G"]Λ. It
is generated by matrix elements of indecomposable modules from CA. It is known
[4] that there exists bijection between indecomposable objects from CA and finite-
dimensional simple g-modules. This is the case for the category from 2.6 as well.

Let L{A) be a finite-dimensional simple Uα(g)-module with the highest
weight A. Fix^an inner product in L(A) satisfying (2.6) and choose an orthonor-
mal weight basis {vf} in L{A) and dual weight basis {ί®μ} in L*(A). Then we can
write every matrix element in the form

where Ω = (/,i)eNxN, ξeUq{g) and ρΛ: Uq(g)-+ΈndL(Λ) is the representation
corresponding to this element.

We'll use this notation for indecomposable representations of UhtU(g) as well.
If weight space L(A)λ (or L*(Λ)_μ) is one-dimensional then we may and shall

assume that Ω is an element of N x 1 (or 1 x N). We shall also use the following
notation

If the weight space is one-dimensional, then the corresponding index is omitted.
For example: CLμtitΛ9 C*wΛjΛ, where we W is an element of Weyl group.

From (2.12), we deduce the following formula:

CλJluμι,Ol C l ^ i W > θ 2 . (2.13)
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Here on the right (on the left) stands the multiplication in (C[GM]h (the
multiplication in <C[G]4, where g = exp(/ι/2)) and (x, y)u = (ύx, y\ where
w:I)*->t)* is the operator corresponding to tensor ueA2^ under isomorphism
defined by Killing form.

One sees easily that (2.13) is in accordance with the comultiplication δ in the
Hopf algebra <C[GM],,.

2.7.1. Definition, a) The Hopf algebra over C generated by matrix elements
^-λ,μ,Ω e^C[^]^ 4 = exp(/i/2), the multiplication law being defined by (2.13), is
called the twisted algebra of regular functions on the quantum group Gu

(corresponding to parameters q and ύ) and denoted by <E\_GU\
b) Let * be defined by (2.1). The pair ((C[G"]ί? *) is called the twisted algebra of
K-finite functions on the quantum group K (corresponding to parameters q and u)
and denoted by <C[JCM]r

2J.2. Remark. The Hopf algebras <C[G]q, €IGU\, C[K]q , € [ £ % introduced in
2.6.1,2.6.2,2.7.1 are the quantizations of Poisson Hopf algebras [3] (EIG'], <C[GU],

The Hopf algebra C [G(0 ,M) ] 4 is defined as the algebra generated by matrix
elements C l λ μ j β e C [ G ] , the multiplication law being given by (2.13) with the
multiplication in (C^G^ in the right side. In complete analogy with
Definition 2.7.1b) we obtain that of the Hopf algebra <C[K(0, w)]^ The algebras
<C[G(0, ύj\φ (C[K(0, ύ)\ are quantizations of the Poisson Hopf algebras C[G(0,«)],

) ]

2.7.3. Remark. Considerations of this section show that one may view α

(C[K(0, uj\q) as "perturbation in parameter ueΛ2ί)M" of C [ K ] β , (C[K]). We'll see
below that this principle works in the representation theory of these algebras as
well.

2.8. Proposition [29]. In C[X] β , the following equality holds:

~woΛ

, -μ,n->

where w0 e W is the longest element in the Weyl group, and ρ e / corresponds to the
element Q = \ X α e ^ * under canonical isomorphism ϊ)* = i).

Proof. Let Ω = (iJ). This means CΛ.λ^Ω{ζ) = ^λ{QAξ)vf\ where ρΛ:Uq(g)
-• EndL(Λ) is the finite-dimensional representation with the highest weight A,
ξeUq(g\ /(ϊ}λeL*(A)_λ, v{^£L(A)μ. L(A) being unitarizable, we can fix the inner
product (,) in it such that (2.5) holds. Then we have

(CΛ-λ,μJHξ) = (QΛ(Sξ)υf,vf)L{Λ). (2.14)

Note that I7β(g)-module L( — w0A) is isomorphic to L*(Λ), the isomorphism being
defined by the quantum analog of linear Cartan involution, i.e. by the linear
automorphism ω: Uq(g)-+Uq(g) such that

Set a = qrρe Uq(g). It is well-known [4] that S2(ξ) = aξa'1 for all ξeUq(g), where
S is the antipode in Uq(g). Define the inner product in L(A) by formula

fai> VI)L(- WOΛ) = (VI, QΛ(S~\a~ 1 )^ 2 W)
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This is a unitarizing inner product for ρΛ°ω. Further, let {vΨμ} and {vffl be
orthonormal weight bases in L( — w0Λ) and L(Λ), the enumeration in the former
being determined by isomorphism L( — w0Λ) ^ L*(Λ). Then from (2.14) the desired
result follows.

2.8.1. Corollary. Proposition 2.8 holds in <£\_KU\ and in <£[K{0,u)\.

Proof. The formula for involution is independent of u.

3. Irreducible Representations of Quantized Algebra
of Functions and Schubert Cells

3.1. In this section we study irreducible *-representations of algebra C [ G ] 4 in a
Hubert space, by bounded operators. We'll call them the irreducible represen-
tations of C t X ] ^ This is consistent with Definition 2.6.2.

First we'll establish the quantum analog of Proposition 1.3.1: each irreducible
representation corresponds to the unique symplectic leaf Σw t (or t Σw). The
points of maximal torus T correspond to one-dimensional representations and all
others are infinite-dimensional representations. If the representation τw corre-
sponds to the leaf Σw and τt corresponds to the point t e T, then the representation
π w ® τ ί corresponds to the leaf Σw t. Next, we'll establish the quantum analog of
Proposition 1.3.3: if w = sh...siκ is a reduced expression and π s.m corresponds to
the leaf Σim, then πw ^ τSiι ®... ® τSiχ. The proof of this statement is based on a joint
article by the second author and Vaksman [31], where the case K = SU(2) (i.e.
representations πs.) had been studied. At the end of the section Gelfand-Naimark-
Segal states w corresponding to representations πw are introduced. It is proved that
GNS-states sf satisfy Coxeter relations. This allows to define the quantum analog
of the Weyl group in Sect. 5.

From now on, a representation of *-algebra means *-representation. We
assume all Hubert spaces to be separable.

3.2. Let A e P+ and let AΛ be a subalgebra in <C[G]g generated by matrix elements
of the form C*λΛΩ. Set

A+= Q3 AΛ, A + + = Q3 AA, A- =A+ , A — =A+ + ,
ΛeP+ ΛeP++

where X* denotes the image of X under involution in <C[G]q. The next result can be
derived from [22], for example.

3.2.1.Proposition, a) A bilinear map A_®A + -±<L[G]q is an epimorphism of
(C-vector spaces.

b) Substitute A++ for A+ and A__ for A_; then the statement a) still holds.

One of the main results of this section is the next theorem.

3.3. Theorem. For every irreducible representation π: (C[X]^->End H in a Hubert
space H there exists π(A+)-invariant straight line ίeH.

3.3.ί. Remark. Theorem 3.3 shows that the representation theory of algebra
<£{K\ resembles that of algebra U(g) with A+ in the part of U(b+).
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We shall divide the proof in two subsections. In the course of the proof we'll
establish some results which are interesting per se.

3.4. Fix AeP+, λeP(Λ) and consider in C[X] 4 the following ideals:
a) fo(λ, Λ\ namely, the minimal two-sided *-ideal containing all matrix elements
c*μ,i,Λ such that

V^φUq(b+)(L(Λ)λ);

b) βγ(λ, Λ\ namely, the minimal two-sided *-ideal containing all matrix elements
c*μ,i,Λ such that

μ^λ (we write μ^λ iff μ-λ = Y kμbk{ZθV
V * /

c) /2(λ,Λ\ namely, the minimal two-sided *-ideal containing all matrix elements
C*μ i Λ such that μ<λ.

Clearly, f2(λ, A) C Λ(λ, A) C fo(λ, A). Let w e W. If we set λ = wA in a)-c), then
we obtain the ideals which will be denoted by /0(w, A), /^w, A), /2(w, A).

3.4.1. Proposition. In <L[_K]Jf2(λ,Λ\ the following relations hold:

Cv CA —n-(Λ,γ
^ -λ,i,Λ^ -μ,P, y,q '

Λ —π-(

Proof. From definition of multiplication in C[X] 4 and a general form of universal
jR-matrix of Lie algebra (Sect. 13 of [3]) it follows that

. ΓA — n-(
^ - A, i, Λ ~" <f

+ Σ Uq)CΛ-λ+^,Λ-CLμ^P^q, (3.1)
A

where ίa(q) e (C. To complete the proof it suffices to use the definition of β2(λ, A).

3.4.2. Definition. Irreducible representation n:<E[K]q-*EnaH is said to corre-
spond to Schubert cell Xw (see 1.3.5) provided for each AeP+ the following
conditions hold: a) π(/o(w,Λ)) = 0; b) π(C! w y l > y l )φ0.

3.4.3. Theorem. [29]. Each irreducible representation π of algebra C[X]^ corre-
sponds to unique Schubert cell Xw.

In the rest of Subsect. 3.4 we prove Theorem 3.4.3.
Proposition 3.2.1 implies the existence of AeP+ such that π ^ ^ Φ O . Hence,

there exists the matrix element Cl μ > ί ί y l such that π(Cl μ ίyl)4=0. Consider the set
@0{A) consisting of μeP(A) such that there exists the matrix element CA.μ j A with
the property τι(CΛ.μjfΛ)ή=0. Our considerations imply £&0(Λ) + φ. Let 3)γ(Λ) be the
set of minimal elements of ®0(^) with respect to the usual partial order on
weights (see 3.2b)). We have ^(Λ) + 0 and if λeΘ^Λ)then π(/2(λ, A)) = 0.

From Propositions 2.8 and 3.4.1 it follows that

-(CA \*>π(CA \ — n-(Λ,Λ) + (λ,λ) (/^Λ \ττ(CA \*
π\^-λ,i,Λ) π\^-λ,i,Λ) — Q πK\'-λ,i,Λ)πy\'-λ,i,Λ)

Since q>l, this and the boundedness of π ( C ^ λ l J yield — (A,Λ) + (λ,λ) = 0.
Therefore, λ = wA for some w e W and d λtitΛ = Cl wΛi Λ. Moreover, π(Cl wΛt Λ) is a
normal operator.
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3.4.4. Proposition. Ker π(Cl Wyl Λ) = 0.

Proof. This follows from 3.4.1 and irreducibility of π.

3.4.5. Proposition. The spectrum of the operator π(C^wΛf Λ) is of the form
σ(π(Cl w y l y l )) = £u{0}, where E is a bounded set having no limit points in <C\0.

Proof Let Z o e σ(π(C*wΛiΛ))\0. From 3.4.1 we can easily derive that there exists an
open proper subset Ω C (C such that
a) ZoeΩ.
b) Ω is invariant under the group generated by homotheties with coefficients
q(Λ,a>i)-(*vΛ,μ)^ w h e r e {cυj™= χ is the set of fundamental weights of Lie algebra g and

Let EΩ be the spectral projection of operator π(Cl wΛ Λ). From 3.2.1 and 3.4.1 it
follows that EΩπ(f) = π(f)EΩ for all / e C [ X ] r We conclude that EΩ = C- Id,
where C e CD. Now it is easy to understand that Z o is a point of the discrete
spectrum and that 0 e σ(π(CA:wΛtΛ)). From this and properties a), b) the description
of the spectrum follows.

Since π(C^.wΛtΛ) is a normal operator, from 3.4.5 it follows that H can be
decomposed as follows:

tf=0Hy(w,Λ), where Hγ(w9A) = {xeH\π(CΛ.wΛ>Λ)x = γx}.
yeE

In £, we introduce the following partial order: yx ^ y2 if and only if |y x\ ̂  |y2|. From
3.4.5 it follows that there exists the maximal element γo = yo(w,Λ) with respect to
this order.

3.4.6. Proposition. Let veHγo(w,Λ). Then for every matrix element C^μJtΛ with
μ + wA we have π(C^μUΛ)v = 0.

Proof From 3.4.1 it follows that if π(CΊ.μUΛ)v + 0 the it is an eigenvector of
MC-WΛ.Λ) with the eigenvalue yoq( i l i l ) ~ ( i ; ι ' l ) >y o . But this contradicts the
maximality of γ0.

So far the weight ΛeP+ was assumed fixed. Hence weW depended on A.
Now we omit this assumption.

3.4.7. Proposition . Let Λl9Λ2eP++ satisfy the conditionn(AΛ)φ0, i = 1,2, and let
wteW be determined as in 3.4.3. Then wγ = w2.

Proof {AuA7) = (w1Auw2A1) implies w1 = w2.

From 3.2.1b) it follows that there exists a weight satisfying the conditions of
Proposition 3.4.7. Let weWbe the corresponding element in the Weyl group. It is
easy to see that the following result holds.

3.4.8. Proposition. π ( C % ω . j ω . ) φ 0 for all fundamental weights ωh 1 ^ i ^ m .

By Proposition 3.4.8, π ( C i w λ ) λ ) Φ θ VλeP+.

3.4.9.Proposition. For every AeP+ the set 3)χ{Λ) (see 3.4.3) consists of one
element.

Proof Let w^e^^A), wίAή=wA. From our considerations it follows that by
3.4.4 Kerπ(Cl W l i l f J = 0 and by 3.4.6 K e r π ( C l W l i l f i l ) φ 0 . Hence, w,A = wA.
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3.4.ίO. In this subsection, we conclude the proof of Theorem 3.4.3. It remains to
show that π(/o(w,Λ)) = 0. Set Ew(Λ)=Uq(b+)vwΛ and consider a matrix element
C-μ, uΛ Hμ< wΛ, then CΛ.μ> {,Λ 6 / 2(w, Λ) and π(Cl μ , if J = 0 (see 3.4.3). Further, if
μ ^ wτl and μ<CwΛ, then π ( C ! μ t ί t i l ) = 0 as well. For proof, we can choose a linear
ordered chain of weights of 20(A) which contains μ. The minimal element of this
chain belongs to 2)γ{Λ) and differs from wΛ9 but this contradicts 3.4.9. The last
case, when μ > wA but υf φ EW(A), can be considered in complete analogy with the
second one [one should use (3.1) and Proposition 3.4.6]. We obtain π(Ci μ f i f i l) = 0
once more and the proof of Theorem 3.4.3 is completed.

3.5. Let yo(w, A) be the eigenvalue determined in 3.4.5.

3.5.1. Proposition. \yo(w, A)\ = 1.

Proof. Let TΛ be a matrix consisting of the matrix elements of representation
QΛ: Uq(g)-+EndL(Λ) in orthonormal weight basis. It is easy to show that (TΛ)*TA

= TΛ(TA)* = 1, where (TJ)* is obtained by action of involution on each element of
the transposed matrix Tl

A. It follows that

μ,i

and it remains to use Proposition 3.4.6.

3.5.2. Remark. From Proposition 3.5.1, it follows that if π : ( C [ K ] ^ E n d V is a
representation in a preHilbert space V it extends to a representation in if = K
where V is the completion of V.

3.5.3. Proposition, dim H y o ( w > Λ)(w, A) = 1.

Proof. Let °U be a commutative *-subalgebra in End// generated by normal
operators π(C*Lwλ>λ% λeP+. For fixed AeP+ we have <%(Hγo{WfΛ)(w9A))
CHγo(WiΛ){w, A) and to complete the proof we use 3.4.1, 3.5.1 and the irreducibility
of π.

3.5.4. Corollary. HyoiWtΛ)(w,A) is independent of A.

Proof This follows from 3.5.1, 3.5.3 and commutativity of %.

3.5.5. Let Hyo(w) denote Hyo{WiΛ)(w,A). Since Hyo(w) = (Cv+, where v+eH, we
have n(f)v+ =χ(f)v+ for all feAΛ, where χ(f)e<L. Clearly, χ determines the
homomorphism of A+ into (C. From Propositions 3.4.6 and 3.5.3, we complete the
proof of Theorem 3.3.

3.5.6. Definition. The homomorphism χ:A + -+(£ is called the highest weight of
irreducible representation π.

3.5.7. Remark. One can show that a space H of irreducible representation of
<C[K]g is a completion of a unitarizable simple (C[G]^-module V. It is easy to show
that this gives the bijection "space H ^ m o d u l e F".

3.5.8. Proposition. The irreducible representations of C[X]^ are equivalent iff their
highest weights are equal.

Proof is analogous to that of Theorem lb), in Part III, Chap. VII, Sect. 3 of
[25]. In the course of the proof Remark 3.5.7 is used.
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3.5.9. Remark, a) Considerations from previous subsections show that in the
representation theory of the algebra <C[K]g there is an analog of Borel subalgebra
(i.e. A+) but no analog of Cartan subalgebra. Nevertheless, for every wεW there
exists an analog of Cartan subalgebra, i.e. *-subalgebra generated by C^ w ω . ω.,
l < ^ m (see 3.5.3).
b) There is further analogy between representation theory of (£\_K~]q and that of
U(g): one can define "Verma modules over C[G] β " and develop the theory of the
highest weight modules over <C[G\ In particular, this allows to construct the
irreducible representations of <C[K]β with given highest weights [28]. In the next
subsections, we'll develop another method of construction of representations.

3.6. Let i be a fixed vertex of Dynkin diagram of the Lie algebra g. Uq(sl(2)i)
denotes the Hopf *-subalgebra in Uq(g) generated by X*, Xj~, kf, k[. Let
φt:UJίsl(2)d-+UJte) be embedding and <pf:<E[K]q-+<C[SU{2)Jq be the corre-
sponding epimorphism of the algebra of functions. Recall that irreducible
representations of <C[SL/(2)f]β were described in [31] where /2(Z+)-realizations of
the former were obtained. In [31] it was proved that irreducible representations of
1E[SU{2)ϊ]q are parameterized by simplex leaves of Poisson group SU(2). Let

a -b
b a

b<0

be a symplectic leaf in SU(2) through the point ( ) and let πs: C[St/(2) Jq

\ 1 0/1 0/
->End/2(Z+) be the corresponding representation (in formula (3.2) of [31], this
representation was denoted by ρπ). Set πs. = π9 ° φf9 where sf e W is a simple
reflection. It is easy to see that πs. is an irreducible representation of algebra C[K] β ,
corresponding to Schubert cell Xs..

3.6.1. Proposition [29]. Let weW satisfy stw>w and let π be irreducible and
corresponds to the Schubert cell Xw. Then πs.(x)π is irreducible and corresponds to
the Schubert cell XSιW.

We'll give the scheme of the proof.

Step 1. Let ΛeP++ and CJίμtKfΛef0(SiWΛ,Λ). Consider the following equality

(πSi®π)(CΛ.μfKtΛ)= Σ π Λ ί ( C l μ i X i A J ) ® π ( C l A J f J . (3.2)

Since L^(fc+)-module ES.W(Λ)= Uq(b+)VSiyvΛ is invariant under Xf9 it follows that
the right side in (3.2) is zero. Hence, (πs.®π)(fo(siwΛ,Λ) = 0 for all ΛeP++.

Step 2. In (3.2), set μ = SiWΛ. Then the arguments of Step 1 give

(πS i®π)(ClS i W Λ 5 Λ) = πS i(ClS i w Λ > w Λ)(x)π(Clw Λ s Λ). (3.3)

From Sect. 6 of [31], we can compute explicitly ^>f(Cl s.wκ Λ) and show that

Step 3. Now we can prove the irreducibility of πs.(x)π. Let HWιCHs.®H be a
subspace of irreducible representation corresponding to Schubert cell XWl9 w1eW.
Clearly, the only case w^SfW is possible. Let {eκ}κ^0 be the standard
orthonormal basis in HS. = *?2(Z+) and {/m}mi>0 be an orthonormal basis in H.
From (3.2) and formulael(3.2) of [7], it follows that {ek®fm}Km^0 is a complete
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system of eigenvectors of the operator (πs.®π) (C*s.wAΛ). From (3.3), it is now easy
to derive that the condition w^^KSiW doesn't hold. Comparing the modules of
eigenvalues of the operator (τtSi®π)(CA:SiWΛ Λ) we see that in the case w1 = siw
there exists unique subrepresentation HSιWcHSι®Hw, corresponding to Schubert
cell Xs.w. Hence, HS.W = HS.®HW.

3.6.2. Corollary. If w = sh...sίκ is a reduced expression in Weyl group W then the
representation πs. ®...®πs. is irreducible and corresponds to Schubert cell Xw.

It is also easy to prove two following propositions.

3.6.3. Proposition. Let τ : C [ K ] € ->C be one-dimensional representation. Then τ
corresponds to Schubert cell Xe, where e is the unit in W. All one-dimensional
representations are parameterized by points of maximal torus TcK.

3.6.4. Proposition. // irreducible representation π corresponds to Schubert cell Xw

and τ is one-dimensional representation, then the representations π®τ and τ®π are
irreducible and correspond to Schubert cell Xw.

Let ij be two vertices of Dynkin diagram and let mί7 be the order of the element
sfij in Weyl group W.

3.6.5. Proposition [29]. Representations ns.®πs.®πs.®... and πSj®πs.®πs.®...
(mtj factors in each expression) are ίsomorphic.

For proof compare the highest weights of these representations.

3.6.6. Corollary. For each reduced expression w = sii...siκ the representation πw

= πs. ®...®πs. is irreducible and independent of (up to isomorphism) the choice
of reduced expression.

Proof This is a corollary of 3.6.2, 3.6.5.

We can unite the results of previous sections and obtain all irreducible
representations of <L[K]q.

3.6.7. Theorem, a) For every irreducible representation π of <E\K\ there exist
unique weW and unique teT such that π is isomorphic to a representation of the
form πs. ®...®πSι (x)τt, where w = siί...siκis a reduced expression and τt is one-
dimensional representation, corresponding to a point t.

b) The set of irreducible representations corresponding to Schubert cell Xw is of the
form {πw®τt}teT.

3.6.8. Remark. Theorem 3.6.7 is the quantum analog of Propositions 1.3.1 and
1.3.3.

3.7. Consider Gelfand-Naimark-Segal state corresponding to representation πs.
and vector e0:

(πSi(f)e09e0). (3.4)

Clearly, ^ e C ^ , where C[K]£ is the Hopf algebra dual to C [ K ] r

3.7.1. Proposition. For iή=j the following "quantum Coxeter relation" hold
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(niij factors in each product), where mtj is the order of the element s ^ in (usual)
Weyl group.

3.7.2. Remark. In Sect. 5, we'll use Proposition 3.7.1 in construction of the
quantum analog of the Weyl group. For the case K = SU(2), the quantum Weyl
group was constructed in [26] (see also [31]).

4. Representations of Twisted Algebras of Functions
and Quantum Tori

4.1. In this section we investigate irreducible representations of algebras <L[Ku~\q

= <C[K(l,u)]<z and C[K(0, u)\ in Hubert space. The corresponding theorems are
the quantum analogs of 1.4.3 and 1.5.2. Most considerations in the case of (C[KU]4

are in analogy with Sect. 3, the appearance of the quantum tori being due to the
non-commutativity of the subalgebra generated by n{C°^W(Oi ω), l^i^m [see
(3.5.9)]. This subalgebra was commutative in Sect. 3 and now it is a quantum torus.

In the case of (C[K(0, u)\ quantum tori appear in a similar way.
We do not know whether there exist analogs of theorems of Subsect. 3.6 and the

"twisted" quantum Weyl group.
First we consider representations of C[K"] g and then those of <C[K(0, u)~\q.
We adopt notations from Sect. 3.

4.2. Note that in <£[KU\ all the ideals from 3.4 are well-defined. Definition 3.4.2
also makes sense in <£[Ku~\q. In complete analogy with 3.4, the following theorem
can be proved.

4.2.1 Theorem. Every irreducible representation π of <C[Kw]β corresponds to unique
Schubert cell Xw.

In the proof, we use the following proposition instead of 3.4.1.

4.2.2. Proposition. In <£\Ku\lβ2(λ,A), the following relation holds:

^~μ,y,Ω° ^-λJiΛ — H ^-λ,j,A ° ^-μ,y,β»

where (x,y)u was defined in 2.7.

4.2.3. Corollary. Let a representation n of <E,[KU\ correspond to Schubert cell Xw.
Then for every λ9 μeP+ the following relation holds:

- wλ, λ)π\^ - wμ, μ) — Q π\^ - w(λ + μ),λ + μ)

4.3. Let fq u w be minimal two-sided *-ideal in C[K"] q , containing all ideals
fo(wΛ,Λ), AeP+. Set C[X l l ] β f W = C[X κ ] α // β i l l i W . Clearly, there is a bijection
between the set of irreducible representations π of C[K M ] 4 i W , corresponding to Xw

and that of irreducible representations π of <E[KU\W such that

Kerπ(Ci w λ , A ) = 0 VAei\ . (4.1)

In the theory of irreducible representations of (C[K"]^, a unital *-subalgebra Pq,UyW

C(C[X"]q w, generated by elements CA = C i w λ ) λ , λeP+, plays the part of Cartan
subalgebra (we use the notation C i wλ λ for image of C*Lwλ λe <£[_KU\ in the factor-
algebra €
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For λ, μ e P + , set

) = (λ, μ)u - (wλ, wμ)u, (4.2)

,w(λiμ) = qίθ^λ>»K (4.3)

4.3.1. Proposition, a) In algebra P β f l l,w, the following relations hold:

b) In PqfU>w, the elements @λ = CfCλ = CλCf are central

Proof. See (2.13) and Subsects. 2.8.1, 4.2.2.

From 4.2.2, it follows that algebra PqtUtW is generated by Cj=Cω., 1 ̂  ' ^
The following result is immediate.

4.3.2. Proposition. In (E[Ku~]qw, the following commutation relations between
= 2ωj

 and matrix elements hold:

where Kj{λ, μ) — (ωp λ) — (wωp μ) ^ 0.
Note that for a given par (λ,μ) with μ φ wλ there exists j such that Kj(λ,μ)>0.

4.4. Let π :C[K"] g -^Endi ϊ be irreducible representation corresponding to a
Schubert cell Xw. With analogy to 3.4.5, one can show that the spectrum of the
selfadjoint operator n{β^ is {0}u£y, where Ej is a discrete set of eigenvalues with 0
as the unique limit point.

A tuple 7 = (yi, ...,ym)eEd=E1 x ... x E w will be called a weight of represen-
tation π.

Note that E is partially ordered: y^y' iff y^y) for all je[l,m].

4.4.1. Definition. In £, a maximal element with respect to this ordering is called a
maximal weight of representation π.

Let Hy = {VeH\π(3tj)V=yjV} be a weight space of the weight y. We have
H = 0 i ί r Let 7° be a maximal weight of representation π. Let y^ be the maximal

E0
γeE

eigenvalue of n(β^ and let H(y^, ̂  ) be the corresponding eigenspace.

4.4.2. Proposition. For every j e [1, m],

a) algebra Pq,UtW acts irreducibly in ^

b) O j

Proof a) Let 6cH(y^,2j) be invariant under π(PβfM>w). From 4.3.2, it is easy to
derive that

where H(ys, 3)^ is the eigenspace of %{β^9 corresponding to eigenvalue ys. Since π is
irreducible, H = %
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b) Due to a),

and due to 4.3.1, H = π(PqtUtW)(BHl9 where H1 denotes a subspace spanned by
vectors of weights y < y?. Now, let jt Φ j . H(y^, 3)^ being invariant under n(β^9 we
can assume VeH(y%9^ (from 4.3.2 it follows that if veH(γ'h,@h), then

He © H(/,%)YHenceΛ
'^ J

By substitution j ί for j and vice versa we obtain

4.4.3. Proposition. The maximal weight of the irreducible representation π is equal to
y°=(U,.. . , i) .

Proof is analogous to that of Proposition 3.5.1, use being made of Proposi-
tions 4.3.2, 4.4.2b) and the following formula:

π(@λ) = π(C*λ)π(Cλ) = I on H(y°). (4.4)

4.5. Recall the definition of quantum tori (see, for example, the review [23]). Let P
be an abelian group and K : P x P-»R be antisymmetric bilinear form. Set σ(λ, μ)
=exp(ίκ(λ,μ)). A{P,σ) denotes the unital *-algebra with generators Uλ9 λeP, and
defining relations

UtUλ=UλUi = I, (4.5)

UλUμ = σ(λ,μ)Uλ+μ. (4.6)

4.5.1. Let / denote two-sided *-ideal in P9tUιW generated by ^ — 1 , j = l9...9m.
From 4.3.1 and (4.4) it follows that irreducible representation π: C[XM]q> w->End H
satisfying the condition (4.1), determines unique irreducible representation χ of
factor-algebra Pq,UtJf in H{y°). Also, Pq,u,Jf^A(P,σ), where P is the integer
root lattice and σ = σ€>MW is defined by (4.2), (4.3).

4.5.2. Definition. The *-representation χ: A(P, σ)->End H(y°) is called the highest
weight of irreducible representation π.

4.5.3. Proposition [13]. Irreducible representations corresponding to the Schubert
cell Xw are equivalent iff their highest weights are equivalent.

4.5.4. Theorem [13]. For each weW and for each irreducible representation χ of
A(P,σquw) in a Hubert space there exists the irreducible representation π, which
corresponds to Schubert cell Xw and has the highest weight χ.

Proof. Set P = P®P, σ((λ,μ), (A/,μ')) = 9< I C μ i μ ' ) u" ( A i AΉ
= <ClK%w®A(P,σ) and introduce an involution in C[KM]^W by
= α*®i>*.' Further, define *-algebra embedding j : C [ K % , w C
by j{Cω-μ,Uλ,κ) = Cω-μtUλfK®Uλffι and identify A(P,σ) with subalgebra A(P\σf)
C A(P, σ), where F = {(—wλ, λ) \ λ e P}9 σ' = σ\P. x r . In the next subsection, we'll
construct *-representation χ: A(P, σ)-^End H such that H χ C H% and χ(f) = χ(f) for
all / G A(P, σ). Here Hχ(H%) is the representation space of χ (of χ).
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Let π w : <E[K°\w-*EndH be irreducible representation defined in 3.6.2. Then
ft = π®χ is a representation of C[KU] ~w in H®Hr Denote by H the completion of
the space H®Hr Let ίe H be the unique π(A+)-invariant straight line. Set H'
= π((t[Ku2q,J (tf®H%). This is a subspace in H. From weight considerations, it is
easy to show that in H' there exists unique π(<E[Ku\w-invariant proper subspace
H". Hence, H'QH" is a space of irreducible representation we need.

The existence of χ follows from the next lemma.

4.5.5. Lemma. Let PuP2CPbe subgroups of abelian group P such that P = Pί

and let Λ(P,σ) and A(Pί,σί) be quantum tori such that σ1 = σ\Pί xPl.
Then for every representation χ of Λ(Puσ^ in a Hubert space Hχ there exist

Hilbert space HχDHχ and representation χ: A(P,σ)^EndHχ such that χ(f) = χ{f)
for all

μ

Proof Set H = A(P,σ) (x) HΓ note that H= φ Hμ, where H

= {Uμ®x\xeHχ} and introduce inner product in H as follows:

<wA®x, uμ®y) = δλμ(x,y} VA,μeP2.

The completion H is the representation space we're looking for.

4.6. In this subsection, we discuss the relation between irreducible representations
of C[XM]4 and symplectic leaves of a Poisson Lie group Ku = K(\,u) (see 1.4.3).
First we obtain several results relevant to quantum tori.

Set σ = σqfUtW, Pz = {λ\σ(λ,μ) = l, VμeP} and denote by Z(P,σ) the center of
algebra A(P, σ). An irreducible representation χ:A(P, σ)->EndH determines the
character χz:Z(P,σ)->C but a character may correspond to several represen-
tations of A(P, σ). Nevertheless, the following result holds.

46.1. Proposition. Ker χ = A(P, σ) (Ker χz).

Proof Let weKerχ\^(P, σ) (Kerχz) be of the form u = Y dγuλ with the minimal
λeM

number of non-zero summands. It is easy to show that there exist μeP, λί9 λ2eM
such that σ(λuμ) + σ(λ2,μ) and the element

u1 = u-σ(λ1,μ)-1U-μUuμeKerχ\A(P,σ)(Keτχz)

is of the form

uί= % d'λuλ with ^ φ θ .
AeM\Ai

This contradicts the choice of u and the proposition is proved.
Set P = P/PZ and note that σ determines σ: P x P->IR. The following result is

straightforward.

4.6.2. Proposition. A character χz determines a ^-isomorphism y:A(P,σ)/Keτχz

4.6.3. Proposition. A class of irreducible representations of algebra A(P, σ) is unique
iff P is finite.

Proof The center of A(P, σ) being trivial, the kernel of each irreducible
representation is also trivial. If P is finite then A(P, σ) is a finite-dimensional C*-
algebra and A(P, σ) is of the type I [2], i.e. there is a natural bijection between
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classes of irreducible representations and primary ideals. If card P=oo then it easy
to construct an example of non-equivalent irreducible representations of A(P, σ)
(see e.g. [13]).

Thus, one can hope to find one-to-one correspondence between symplectic
leaves and irreducible representations iff P is finite. Below the necessary and
sufficient condition is given.

4.6.4. Proposition. Card P<ooiff

(4.7)

where

θu, JX μ) = (Λ μ)u ~ M , wμ)u.

Proof. Recall that σ(λ, μ) = qiθu'w(A'μ) and that card P < oo iff σ{λ, μ) is a root of unity
for all λ, μ.

4.6.5. If w + 1 , then for almost all u a symplectic leaf Σ(l,u)cKw is equal to Kw,
provided rank m is even, and is dense in Kw, provided m is odd. If w = 1 then
irreducible representations are one-dimensional and parameterized by points of
maximal torus T.

Further, if w + 1 , then for almost all q, u we have Pz = 0 and the centre of Λ(P, σ)
is trivial. Hence, for these w, q, u all irreducible representations of C[X M ] ί V V have
common kernel.

So, for almost all w, q there are natural bijections "symplectic leaves <-* kernels
of irreducible representations of C[K"] α ", provided m is even, and "closures of
symplectic leaves <-• kernels of irreducible representations of C[K"]^, provided m is
odd.

4.6.6. Remark. We have no complete theory that can describe the relation between
representations of (C[X"]q and symplectic leaves of a Poisson Lie group Ku. We
think that this study is of interest.

4.6.7. Consider the C*-closure of C [ K ] α and that of C[K M ] β with respect to the
norm | | / | | = sup | |π(/)| | , where π is an irreducible representation. We obtain C*-

π

algebras C(K)q and C(Ku)q of continuous functions on corresponding quantum
groups. To clarify the above consideration we note that
a) (4.7) is necessary and sufficient condition for C(KU) to be C*-algebra of type I
(see [23]);

b) C(K)q is always C*-algebra of type I.
The spectrum Prim C(K)q is an union (J Tw of tori Tw of dimension m. The

weW

Jackobson topology in Prim C(K)q is consistent with Bruhat order in W:

TWιDTW2 iff w^w2.

We do not investigate algebras of continuous functions on compact quantum
groups. In [38] general properties of these algebras were studied and in [31, 33]
realizations of these algebras and their relatives as algebras of operator-valued
functions on torus were obtained. As far as we know there exist no general
theorems on such realizations as yet.
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4.7. In this subsection, we study an algebra <C[f£(O, u)\ With the notation of 2.7,
let L{λ μ) denote the weight space spanned by C l λ ^ Ω. Clearly,

)\= e Liλtμ)

is a graded algebra. The set of maximal two-sided P2-graded *-ideals in <C[K(0, u)~]q

is denoted by ψq.

4.7.1. Remark. By definition, <C[K(0, u)\ and <C[K] = <C[K(0,0)] x coincide as sets.
From definition (2.13) of the product in <C[K(0, u)\ it follows that ψq = ψ1 under
this identification.

4.7.2. Definition. Let π be irreducible * -representation, and let aeψq be the
maximal element in the set {βeψq\βcKerπ}. Then we write α = Gr(π).

Set

4.7.3. Proposition, a) Γ(π) is α sublattice in P 2 .
b) Γ(π) = Γa, where α = Gr(π).

Proo/ a) From (2.15) and Proposition 2.8, it follows that if fu /2 eL ( λ § μ ) then the
element f*of2=f2°f* *s central. Let feL{λyμ), geLi7tδ) satisfy the conditions
π(/)Φ0, π(g)Φθ; then / o g ε L ( λ + 7 i μ + ί ) and

o g)π(g* o /•) = π(/)π(g o g*)π(/) = π(/ o /*)π(g o g ) φ 0.

Hence, {λ + y,μ + δ)e Γ(π).
b) Since α C Ker π, we have Γ(π) C /̂ . To prove the inclusion Γ^ c Γ(π), assume that
there exists (λ, μ) e ΓΛ\Γ(π), choose / e L(λffl)\oc such that π(f) — 0, and consider the
minimal (Xχeψφ containing both α and / Clearly, αCαiCKerπ, but this
contradicts the maximality of α.

4.7.4. Proposition. // π:C[X(0,w)]β->End/ί is an irreducible * -representation
then dim π(L(Aμ)) = 1 for all (λ, μ) e Γ(π).

Proof. π(L(^})Φ{0} by definition of Γ(π). Take fx

 o / 2 e L μ > μ ) such that π(./i)Φ0,
π(/2) φ 0. Since /x © /2* and /2* ° /2 are central, we have

where

^ = π ( / 2 * O / 2 )

4.7.5. Proposition. For (Λ,,μ)e/^=Γ(π) there exist aλ ί l e π ( L ( Λ ^ such that for all

(4-8)

A , „+M (4-9)

Proo/ Choose aλιfl with the property (4.8) for generators (λ, μ) of Z-module Γa and
define α Λ / i for other (λ,μ)eΓx by formula (4.9).
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4.7.6. Define σ w : Γa x Γ^iC by

and construct quantum torus A(Γa,σΛuq).

4.7.7. Choose aλ μ for (λ,μ)eπ(L(λ μ)) as in Proposition 4.7.5, set for feL{λ μ) and
UA(ΓaiUJ πo(/) = π(/K><C, i f ί / . J ^ ^ ^ ^ α ( L J {0}

and extend π 0 , χ by linearity to the maps

π 0 : <C[K] ̂ C , χ:

4.7.8. Theorem. π 0 and χ are irreducible ^-representations.

Proof. From formulae (4.8), (4.9) and definition of the product in <C[K(0, u)\, it
follows that π 0 and χ are * -representations. Clearly, π 0 is irreducible and χ is
irreducible since π is.

4.7.9. Theorem. Let π0: <C[K] -»C be an irreducible * -representation, let α = Gr(π0),
am/ let χ:A(Γa,σauq)->EndH be an irreducible *-representation. Then the map
π:<C[K(O,u)\-+EndH, defined by

and extended to <C[K(0,u)]g by linearity, is an irreducible ^-representation.

Proof. By definition of the products in C [ X ( 0 , M ) ] 9 and A(Γa,σau ^), the map π is
•-representation. Its irreducibility is evident.

4.7.10. Definition. Pairs (π0, χ) and (π'o, χ') are said to be equivalent provided Gr(π0)
= Gr(π;

0) and there exists linear real-valued function φ on Γα such that

for all (λ,μ)eΓa and all feL{λφ).

The following statement is evident.

4.7.11. Proposition. Pairs (π0, χ) and (π'o, χ
f) determine the same representation π iff

they are equivalent.

Thus, irreducible * -representations of C[X(0, u)\ are parametrized by pairs
(π0, χ) up to the equivalence of pairs. Here π 0 is an irreducible * -representation of
C[X] and χ is an irreducible *-representation of the quantum torus A(Γa,σatUtq),
where α = Gr(π0).

5. Quantum Weyl Group

5.1. In this section we'll give the application of results of Sect. 3 to the definition of
the quantum Weyl group. The proofs given in our article [14] will be omitted.

The connection between the quantum Weyl group, Lusztig's [16] automor-
phisms, and the formula for the universal R-matrix is described. Similar results
were independently obtained in [8].
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5.2. In Subsect. 3.7, for each simple reflection steW its quantum analog
st E<C[K~]ζ was defined. From Proposition 3.7.1, it follows that for every w e Wits
quantum analog w is well-defined. For a reduced expression w = siί...siκ the
element w = sh... siκ is GNS-state corresponding to the representation π w and the
highest vector of this representation.

In this section it is convenient to deal with the algebra <C[K]Λ instead oϊ<E[K]q

(recall that q = exp(/z/2) and that (C[K]Λ is an algebra over the ring C[Λ] of formal
series in h). From considerations of Subsect. 2.7 it follows that we still can use the
results on

5.3. In Uk{g\ define the following elements:

Et = Xtq~2, Ft = XΓq2, e( = q2 X? , ft = q~ * Xf

and, for ί> 1 and neN, set

(n)t = ^ 7 - , (n)tl = (ί)v. .(n)t, exPί(x) = £ - J - ,

where (0)t = l.

5.3.1, Proposition [31]. In C [ K ] ^ the following relations hold:

a) Wf^-β"**1*.

b) Wf^-V'
Set

^ 2

\ ^ O ( % 2 !

(\—a~2\n

Σ fax ,

5.3.2. Proposition [9,14, 28, 31]. Let A, ε, and S be the comultiplication, the counit
and the antipode in C[K]^. Then
a) J ® H >
b) 8(59

c) ^ s ^ ^ ) - 1 Σ ^-TY—EΊq <«.«>S(f7).

The next proposition is the substitute for the relation sf = 1.

5.3.3. Proposition [14, 28]. (s;) 2 =e" Λ C i / 2 , w/iere e~hCί/2 is the quantum analog,
defined in Sect. 4 of [4], for the Casimir element.

Recall that in a Hopf algebra A two adjoint actions are defined: if Δ{a)
1 2

adα(x) = Σ alxS(af), ad^jc) = Σ a}xS(a}).
i i
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5.3.4. Proposition [14].For ΐ=j=j, the following relations hold:
a) 5 ι .E/Γ 1=C ί)(
b) StFjsΓ^CΓjiHryij),
where ((αί7 )) is the Carton matrix of <&, and C^(h) are as follows:

Π Σ
K 0 \m=0

ε ± _ f 0 for

5.3.5. Corollary [14]. Set T^x) = Ads.(x) = sbxsf1. Then Tt coincide up to nor-
malization with Lusztig's automorphisms [16].

5.4. Definition. The minimal Hopf subalgebra in C[K]J^ containing Uh(g) and
GNS-states {sj, is called the quantum Weyl group and is denoted by Vh(g).

5.4.1. Remark, a) From 5.3.1-5.3.4, it follows that Uh(g) is well-defined and that
s^eUh(g).
b) From 5.3.2a), c), it is easy to see the impossibility of construction of a Hopf
algebra containing elements s( only. Here is the distinction between the quantum
case and the classical one: in the latter case ^(s^s^Os^.

5.5. Let w0 be the longest element in the Weyl group. Fix a reduced expression w0

= s ί l... siN and define the quantum analogs of root vectors as follows [14, 16]:
a) Eai=Eh,FairFh,
b) If α = 5 ί l...χ i p_1α ί p then Ea=TWp(Eip), Fa=TWp(Fip% where 7 ^ = 7 ^ . . . 7 ] ^ .
This is possible as A + = {αιV shcci2,..., sfl ... siN_ιaiN}.

Set α(l) = α ί l ? a(2) = S f la i2,... and introduce in A+ the order α(l)<α(2)
(N)

Let Uh(n+), Uh(n_), Uh(fy, Uh(b+), Uh(bJ) denote the unital subalgebras
generated by {£.}; {FΛ}; {Ht}; {Ea,H }; {F^HJ respectively.

5.5.1. Theorem [14, 16]. The monomials

{ha{1)...LΛ{N)tι1 ...nm ) ^ . , κ . e Z +

form a linear basis in Uh(b+) and the monomials

- nm Γα(l) r a(N)jKutuPieZ +

form a linear basis in Uh(g).

5.5.2. Proposition [14]. // a<β then

EaEβ-q-^%Ea= Σ <* . ,££. . . Efj (5.1)
α<yi<...<yJ- <β

and a similar formula holds for FJs.

Proof From the P.B.W. Theorem 5.5.1 it follows that for small h
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Let α = α(/)</f = α(X), i.e. (<K. We show first that in the right side of (5.2) there
are no summands with Cms + 0 and ms > 0 for S > K. The proof is based on the
following

5.5.3. Lemma. Let w e W. If w~ 1ai >0, then T~ \E^ e Uh(n+), and if w" 1<xi < 0 then
\ h { n _ \ , where teUM

The analogous statements hold after substitution of Ff for E( and — for +.
The proof is essentially the same as that of the analogous result of [18], the

following formulae being used

Here iΦj, Cfj{h) are defined in 5.3.4 and ad^-i denotes the adjoint action in the
Hopf algebra (7_h(g).

5.5.4. We return to proof of Proposition 5.5.2. Assume that in the right side of (5.2)
there is a monomial £J I

(

1

1 )...£5P) with mP>0, P>K. We can assume P being the
maximal number with this property. Set wP = sh...sip_1 and apply T^,1 to both
sides of (5.2). Since Wp ί(ot(P))>O and Wpl(oc(s))<O, it follows from Lemma 5.5.3,
that on the left in (5.2) we get an element from Uh(b-). Moreover, all the
summands on the right side in (5.2), except one, belong to Uh(b_) as well, and this
last summand is of the form ξEgfc, where ξeUh{b_). By P.B.W. theorem, this
contradicts the assumption mP > 0 (for small h).

Thus in (5.2) mP = 0 for P>K and in the same way one can show that mP = 0
for P<K, too [one assumes that P is the minimal number with the property
mP>0 and applies T^p\ί to both sides of (5.2)].

Thus, for some a e <C,

EβE.-aEaEβ= Σ C^^.^j. (5.3)

«<yi< . .<yj<β

We apply T~t\ 1 to both sides and obtain

Tiι...Tiκ_ι(Eiκ)(Fieq
H")-a(Fitq

s>)Th...Tiκ_ί(Eiκ)eUh(b-)
(see Lemma 5.5.3 and Proposition 5.3.1). By P.B.W. theorem, from this follows
that a = q~ia'β) as needed for (5.1).

5.6. In this subsection we apply above results to the calculation of universal
R-matrices for quantized universal enveloping algebras UKu{g) from Sect. 2. Note
that for w + 0 the corresponding K-matrix is of the form Ru = ehu/2Rehu/2, where R
is the universal Λ-matrix for Uh(g)9 defined in Sect. 13 of [3]. Recall that the
universal i^-matrix is an invertible element of Uh(g)®Uh(g) which satisfies the
equations

and has the form of the special series (for details, see [3,4]). Here Δ' is the opposite
comultiplication, Λ12 = !?<g>l, R23 = 1®R, R13 = (l®σ)(R12), where σ(a®b)
= b®a. In Sect. 13 of [3], there is a receipt for construction of the universal
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β-matrix. First, one constructs the Hopf algebra @(Uh(b+)), i.e. the so-called
quantum double of Hopf algebra Uh{b+). Note that 0(l/Λ(6+))£ Uh(b+)®Uh(b+)v

as vector spaces and there is a natural Hopf algebra isomorphism Uh(b+)°
£ Uh(b_\ where Uh(b+)° is the Hopf algebra Uh(b+)v with the opposite comulti-
plication. From this, one can derive that R is the image under projection

π: @(Uh(b+))®@(Uh(b+))^Uh(g)® Uh(g)

of the canonical element R= £ eκ®eκ where {eκ} is a linear basis in Uh(b+), and

{eκ} is the dual basis in Uh(b+)v. Using the results of Subsect. 5.5, we can construct
these bases, and using 5.3.2 and 5.5.2 we can explicitly describe the isomorphism
Uh(b+f* [/#_).

Finally, we come to the following

5.6.1. Proposition [8, 14]. The following formula for the universal R-matrix in
Uh(g) holds:

R= Σ expqx-4ί-q;2)Ex®Fx)q'°.
<xeΔ +

(α,α) h(a,a)

Here qa = q 2 — e 4 , toel)®l) is the canonical element corresponding to
inner product in ί), Ea and Fa are defined in 5.5, and the product is taken in the order
opposite to that in 5.5.

5.6.2. Remark, a) In [15-18] there are many interesting applications of the quan-
tum Weyl group. All of them are related to automorphisms 7] corresponding to
st (see 5.3.5), but not to the latter. We believe that the existence of the Hopf algebra
Uh(g) from 5.4 is of interest per se. Sometimes the Hopf algebra structure in Uh( g)
allows to simplify the proofs of the results related to 7] (see [14, Sect. 4]). In the case
of Proposition 5.6.1, the knowledge of the Hopf algebra structure in Uh(g) is
necessary to obtain the result. We believe that the axiomatic description of
quantum groups (i.e. Hopf algebras with invertible antipode) "having Weyl group"
is of interest.

b) Note the following important formula, which follows from 5.6.1. Let {Iκ} be the
orthonormal basis in ί) and wo = sh...siN be the quantum analog of the longest
element in Weyl group. Set

Then [8, 14, 28]

A(w'0) = R~ Hw'oΦwΌ). (5.4)

Using (5.4), one can show that (w'o)
2 = e ~hC/2, where e ~hC/2 is the quantum analog of

Casimir element from [4].
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